01 - Invite

Send an invitation

Ask someone to engage; by email, SMS, WhatsApp or just inviting them to visit our website with a code.
02 – VisionVerify Magic

Fast, Easy, Bulletproof

They take a picture of some ID, and three selfies; and answer a simple question.

😊 This all takes less than a minute

03 – Identity Proven

Amazing Verification happens

Using a proprietary approach that proves liveness, identity, and cross-checks against several third-party references, our AI-driven engine provides bulletproof identity in seconds
04 – Welcome

Engage with Confidence

You will be notified of success. You can now engage with this person with absolute confidence.

Our optional integration modules can also insert them straight into your systems if you choose.

05 – Extend

Understand and Interact

Automatically process forms; face-and-voice-driven kiosks, for greetings or display; and digital signature of any content

Use our full API to automate your business

For assistance: visionsupport@mintgroup.net